Sustainable Recovery

Industrial Hygiene
Whether your business is currently providing essential services or poised to reopen
once the pandemic subsides, Wood is helping businesses and communities navigate
the challenge of creating a safe environment for employees and facility occupants.
Safe operations
The escalating crisis has placed a renewed focus
on developing health and safety protocols and
guidance for facilities related to COVID-19 and future
pandemics.
Our team of industrial hygienists, safety specialists,
risk assessors, and toxicologists are developing
customer tailored guidelines and response plans
for facilities to reduce exposure risk, keep essential
operations running with minimal interruption, and
prepare protocols to safely reopen.

Creating a new normal
Health and safety policies and procedures will be
forever changed as a result of the global pandemic.
As businesses begin reopening, many are facing the
challenge of determining what the new normal will
look like. For example, how do retail businesses safely
take back returns or allow customers to try on clothing
they do not buy? What will seating look like in sports
arenas? How does a restaurant ensure the safety of
patrons in their dining room?
Wood is helping businesses answer these questions
and more. We are partnering with clients to develop
policies to address performing day to day functions
while maintaining safe distance guidelines and
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performing increased surface cleaning protocols.
Because ensuring patrons feel safe to shop, sleep,
eat and work in establishments across the country is
essential to achieving sustainable recovery.

Protecting our communities and
supporting our customers
Our industrial hygiene expertise:
• Pandemic response plans
• Facility cleaning and remediation protocols
• Job hazard analysis
• Health and safety plans, including direction
on bloodborne pathogens and hazardous
communications
• Third-party review and expert opinion
• Quality assurance
• Occupational health & safety plans
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Sustainable Recovery

Industrial Hygiene (continued)
Lending a helping hand
With information changing daily – sometimes hourly
– our experts stay on top of the latest guidance from
authorities such as the World Health Organization
(WHO) and other global and national health advisors
to make sure the latest guidance in incorporated into
facility safety plans.

• Installing a station cleaning tracking software
system to track cleaning of each work zone/station
for a company’s North American vehicle assembly
operations

Our most recent work includes:
• Providing health and hygiene guidance to financial
institutions to keep patrons and employees safe
• Supporting the safety of essential health workers by
reviewing COVID-19 inhalation hazards and conducting
fit testing of N-95 respirators at hospitals
• Protecting public safety with COVID-19 guidance at
a solid waste facility in hard-hit Seattle to make sure
transfer station facilities are cleaned to the highest
standards
• Reviewing job hazard analysis for a local public
transportation entity
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